Abstract. Quadratic cost optimal controls can be solved by penalizing the governing linear differential equation [2] , [9] . In this paper, we study the numerical analysis of this approach using finite elements. We formulate the geometric condition (H) which requires that pairs of certain related finite-dimensional approximation spaces form "angles" which are bounded away from the "180° angle". Under condition (H), we prove that the penalty parameter ^ and the discretization parameter h are independent in the error bounds, thereby giving sharp asymptotic error estimates. This condition (H) is shown to be also a necessary condition for such independence. Examples and numerical evidence are also provided. x(i) =A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) +f(t), tE [0, 7] , x(0) = 0, where x(i) G R" is the state at time t, u(t) E Rm is the control at t, A(t) and B(t) are, respectively, n X n and n X m time-varying matrices, and / is the inhomogeneous forcing term.
A feasible approach for computing the optimal control û and the corresponding optimal state x is by penalizing the governing equation (0.2): we solve the unconstrained problem 1 2 (0.5) Min Je(x,u,f)=J(x,u)+-\\x-Ax-Bu-f\\Ll, e>0, (x,u)<EH¡,"XL2" £ and let £ tend to zero to obtain convergence. This approach was first introduced by A. V. Balakrishnan [2] and J. L. Lions [9] .
Note that the form of the cost functional J requires that the (weighted) rate of change of the state x be minimized, in addition to both the (weighted) state x and control u. This is an important technical assumption in our paper. We also note that an inhomogeneous initial condition x(0) = x0 can be reduced to the zero initial condition (as in (0.2)) by the change of variabley(t) = x(t) -x0.
From the Poincaré inequality, the expressions
(T(x(t),Nxx(t))dt, ¡T[(x(t),Nxx(t))+(x(t),N2x(t))]dt
Jo Jo in J define equivalent norms in the Hilbert space Hxn. We assume A(t) is sufficiently smooth such that, for_y G Hxn, (0.6) ||)>-^||t;=i/7'|j>(/)-/<(0>'(0|2*) > ciblai for some c>0
(i.e., the above defines an equivalent norm in Hxn). It is trivial to see that this holds when A is a constant matrix.
Let Sxh C H¿n and 5A2 C L2m be two sequences of increasing finite-dimensional spaces such that lim inf ||x-.y||//¿ =0, lim inf \\u -v\\l2" = 0 V(x, u) G Hxn X L2m. h¡io yesl M« vest.
The finite element approximation is to minimize (0.5) over Shx X S% C H¿n X L2m (h = h¡ for some /'). Let (xeh, ûeh) be the unique minimizer of (0.5) in Sxh X Sk. Our goal is to analyze the error Ul --*IU"+II"a -«IU2" with respect to the penalty parameter e and the discretization parameter h. Numerical analysis of penalty problems of similar nature has been studied in [6] , [7] , for example. In those works, the penalty parameter e is often found to be coupled with (or dependent upon) h. In [4] , Chen and Mills give some sharp estimates for a primal-penalty-finite element computation scheme which show that, in the error bounds for that problem and approach, e and h are actually independent of each other. The problem in [4] is simpler than the one being studied here because the penalized constraint is finite-dimensional. As we will see later on, for the problem and approach considered here, the independence of e and h will not hold in general.
The main result of our paper is as follows. We show that sharp estimates (cf. (3.4)) hold if and only if the approximating finite-dimensional spaces {(Sj, , Sk.)}fL, satisfy a certain special property, namely, Condition (H) in Section 3. This condition requires that pairs of certain related finite-dimensional subspaces form "angles" which are bounded away from the "180° angle".
In Section 1, we introduce some basic facts about penalty and study the wellposedness of exact solutions and penalized solutions with respect to the inhomogeneous data /. The relations between the solutions and the inhomogeneous data / are linear and expressed in terms of certain linear operators Ê, te, th and th. Basic errors between the exact (or, the discretized) solution and the penalized solution are estimated.
It is found in this paper that the validity of sharp error bounds can be studied in terms of an abstract approximation problem. This problem has considerable theoretical interest in its own right and is thoroughly examined in Section 2. Necessary and sufficient conditions are formulated for the solvability of this problem
In Section 3, we give the main estimates in Theorem 12. Condition (H), which is obtained through the study of the abstract approximation problem in Section 2, is seen to be necessary and sufficient for Theorem 12 to hold. Error bounds in the case without (H) are given in Theorem 20.
In Section 4, we apply the theory to some examples. Numerical computations obtain suggest that the errors indicated in Theorem 12 are sharp.
As with the penalty method, the stiffness matrix (associated with the quadratic form Jt in (0.5)) usually has a large condition number, thereby producing considerable numerical instability. This instability can be circumvented by using the standard matrix iterative refinement technique. Numerical results indicate that the penalty method is quite accurate and efficient when compared with other methods, e.g., the primal [4] or the dual [3] methods.
In the design of optimal regulators, the matrix Nx appearing in J is usually 0 [11] . In this situation, computationally, the penalty method also produces accurate results. Nevertheless, at this stage, no satisfactory error estimates like (3.4) for such problems are available. It remains a challenging research work yet to be completed by control theorists and numerical analysts. Let (xc, we) be the unique minimizer of (1.1) and let (x, û) be the optimal state and control of problem (0.1) and (0.2). From the work of Polyak [10] , we see that (1.2) \\xt -x||". = O(e),
as e |0. The analysis of these estimates is central to our development. For each/G L2", let (x(f),û(f))E H¿n X L2m be the solution of (0.1) and (0. 2) corresponding to this/. This induces a mapping E: L2^> H¿n X L2m defined by
The following lemma states that the optimal control problem (0.1) and (0.2) is well-posed with respect to the inhomogeneous data /. 
From [10] , we know that s-hm -(xe-Axe-Bûe-f) = p mL2n no e for some^ G L2, which is the Lagrange multiplier. In the limit (1.13) becomes (1.14) a[
the variational equation for (x, û). We now approximate the penalized problem (1.1) by finite elements. Let {Si X Sj; 10 < h < h0) be a one-parameter family of products of finite-dimensional subspaces Si and 5^ satisfying Examples in Section 4 show that this matrix is of a block banded structure for certain choices of approximating spaces. The analysis of the errors in this approximation is quite subtle. We begin by introducing certain subspaces of L2 associated with 5A' and S¡¡. We define 2. An Abstract Approximation Problem. In order to obtain optimal error estimates for solutions of (1.16), it is necessary to consider the following abstract approximation problem: "Let {G,1}, {G2} be two families of increasing finite-dimensional subspaces of a Hilbert space H such that (2.1)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2.2) lG¡QG''<**<$ ÍOIÍ<J'
Gxk C. Gxk , G2k Ç G2 if kx < k2, for some increasing sequence {ik) C N. Since this problem has quite independent interest, we study it separately in this section. In Section 3, we will apply these results using Gx = Vk, and G2 = V?, the spaces defined in (1.18) and (1.19). We let
be the orthogonal complement of Gj n G2 in G,2 and form the orthogonal decomposition (2.6) G2 = (Gj n G2) © Gf. (2.9) a»(G¿,6;)s/iIy-l as/-oo. This is easily seen to be equivalent to (2.10) inf |U -Pc. xll = a,--0 as/-oo.
Here we assume that G2 is nontrivial (s {0}), thus a, > 0. Because G2 is finitedimensional, (2.10) attains its minimum at some x, G G,2:
(2.11) ||x,.. -P^i x,. || = inf ||x -Pn\ x\\ = a, , ||x,J| = 1.
x, -P0i x, = inf x -Pfji x = a, , ||x, || = lxll = i x6G,2 (2.12) lim a, =0.
For any x G G,1 + G,2, by (2.7), we have a unique representation x = gX(x) + g2(x), gj(x) E Gj, gf(x) E Of.
We define ßki A+i % ß i+\
Because x¡ E G2, (I -P^x^ = x¡, and because Pci +G¿ is an orthogonal projection, (2 Therefore, for any f EH, its component in Gj C\ G2 can be obtained iteratively as above. D 3. Finite Element-Penalty Error Estimates. In Section 1, we have assumed that the family of products of finite-dimensional spaces {Sxh X SJ; C 77g,, XI^|0</i</t0} is a continuous one parameter-family. In this section, we consider instead the simpler case, namely, we assume that we have a discrete one-parameter (sub-)family of finite-dimensional product spaces {Si X 5A2 10 *£ h,. < h0, / G Z+ } with the following properties. 
5)).
A further auxiliary condition on B will be needed. From now on we assume that B and {S2} satisfy the following condition:
, , for any sequence {w(|w,G^2} satisfying lim^^ ||w,|| < oo, there exists a sequence (t>( | v, E S2} such that w¡ = Bv¡ and lim,^^ \\v¡\\ < oo.
It is easy to see that if B is 1-1, then (3.3) is vahd for any {S2}.
We are now in a position to prove the main theorem in this paper. where Cx(x, û) depends on \\(x, û)\\ (or equivalently, on II / II) with a linear growth rate and C2 > 0 is a constant independent of x, û, /, e, and h¡.
Theorem 12 (Main estimates). Given a family of finite-dimensional subspaces {Sx X S21 i E Z+
We first prove the following two lemmas.
Lemma 13. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 12 hold. Let £, = £A be the mapping defined in (1.25), and tbeas in (1.4). Then Since (wj, w2) E Vx X V2, there exists (y¡, vt) E. Sx X S2 such that wi =y¡-Ayi, w2 = Bvt. Therefore (3.7) j(xi,ûi)<J(yi,vi).
But, by (3.6) and (3.3), we can choose v¡ such that lim|| v¡ || < oo, so huí J(y" v,) < C huí {|| wj|| Ll + Ho.-IUj) < oo /-»oo /-»oo for some constant C depending on Nx, N2, and M only. Therefore, from (3.7), {(*,., «,)} has a subsequence converging weakly in 77Ôn X L2m to some (x, ¿7). Because of the lower semicontinuity of J in 77(jn X L2m, it is easy to see that this weak convergence is also strong, and the weak limit (x, ¿7) satisfies
x -Ax -BU -lim / = /.
i-* 00
Thus from uniqueness we see that (x, w) = (*, û), the unique solution to the optimal control problem (0.1) and (0.2). Since every subsequence of (x,, w,) converges to for some constant C4 independent of *, û, f, Sx and S2. From (1.14) and (3.9), we see that (*,-,«,) is characterized by the variational equation
Therefore (*,, ü¡) is the unique solution in Sx X S2 of for some C7 > 0. By (3.11), we have (3.18)
T3 + T6 '8 inf II* -fllk. + inf llû-oJk for some C8 > 0. We define (3.19) C,(*,û) = sup7i-.||(*,,i3,.)|H|£j .
By (3.8) and the strong convergence of (*,, û,) to (*, û), we see that Cx(x, û) is finite, and it depends on ||(*, û)|| with a hnear growth rate. We also define , -1, /, -1) and ß2 = min(r2, l2) . □ From (3.21) we see that optimal error bounds are obtained when /x, = p2 and e = O(Af'). Therefore, if (*, û) E (H'"+x n H¿") ® H'm for some / G Z+ , we usually choose (3.22) rx-l=r2.
Condition (H) is a very strong assumption. If it is not satisfied, one can show that sharp error estimates like (3.4) are impossible.
Theorem 18. Let (0.3) and (0.6) hold, and let {Sxh X Sj;}h be a discrete (or continuous) one-parameter family of closed subspaces of Hln X L2m satisfying (3.1)-(3.3)  (or (1.15) ). 7/(H) is not satisfied, then there cannot exist nonnegative error estimation functions Ex(e, x, û) and E2(h, x, û) satisfying (3.23) hmEx(e,x,û) = 0, hmE2(h, x,û) = 0 eiO hlO such that (3.24) ||*f, -x\\H>0n +\\ûeh -fillip < £,(e, *, û) + E2(h,x,û).
Proof. Assume the contrary that (3.23) and (3.24) hold. By Corollary 6, we have II** -*lk"+ K ~ "Ik = Uin [II** -*lk" + II"* -"Ik] (2)suPieZ+{116,11} < oo. Proof. We use the triangle inequality 4. Applications. We apply the theorems in Section 3 to several types of problem (0.1), (0.2) and its penalized finite element approximation (1.16). We produce a class of problems and approximating subspaces for which condition (H) (and Theorem 12) holds, and specific examples for which it does not.
The approximating subspaces we consider are piecewise polynomial spaces. Let 0 = i0 < r, < 
7=1
Note that in (4.11), the expression can be also made valid even for i = 0 by choosing (4.13) <p(t)= f'^(T)dr, ÍE[0,/,|.
•'o Relations (4.7), (4.10) and (4.11) (with (4.13)) define ¿'s in terms of a's. Relation with Si = (<p G S¡,4'X): <p(0) = 0}, Sj; = 5f'0) (C'-cubics and C°-quadratics) [12] .
The dimension of both 5^ and 5A2 is 27V + 1 and hence the matrix (4.1) is of order 4^ + 2. Table 1 and Figure 1 give the errors between (xeh, ûeh) and the exact solution (x(t), û(t)) = (j-sin t, -\ cos t) for various A and e. Note that the slopes obtained in Figure 1 indicate the sharpness of Corollary 17.
<4-14) lx(0) = 0, 
